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Since static models of partial factor mobility cannot be interpreted dynamically
to explain factor accumulation and reallocation over time this model analyzes
incomplete factor mobility as a problem of investment theory in a dynamic context.
Convex costs of adjustment generate finite investment demand and finite speed of
adjustment to exogenous shocks. A two-sector version of the dynamic theory
of the firm is developed and incorporated in a small open economy model. The
comparative static results of this model are derived for the cases of international
mobile and international immobile financial capital, where the latter case calls
for numerical simulations to get some more insights in the comparative static
behaviour.
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1 Introduction

The two general equilibrium models commonly used in international trade the-
ory are characterized by extreme assumptions concerning intersectoral mobility
of factors of production. In the Heckscher-Ohlin-Samuelson (HOS) model both
factors are assumed to be perfectly mobile between production sectors. In the
Specific-Factors (SF) or Ricardo-Viner (RV) model one factor - usually capital -
is considered to be completely immobile (i.e. there exist sector-specific types of
capital), whereas the other factor (labour) is assumed to be perfectly mobile. It
is well known that the basic properties of the two-sector model - the effects of
changes in commodity prices or in factor endowments on factor allocation and
factor prices - depend crucially on the assumptions of intersectoral factor mobility.

In the literature the SF model is often interpreted as the short-run version
of the HOS model1. Labour is assumed to be perfectly mobile even in the short
run, whereas capital is temporarily immobile and moves only gradually between
the sectors in response to intersectoral differentials in the returns on capital.
Therefore the SF model describes the momentary equilibrium of the HOS model,
where the latter is assumed to apply to some medium time horizon where factor
endowments of the economy are fixed but intersectoral factor mobility is per-
fect. But in this simple form the adjustment mechanism relies on a rather ad
hoc specification of the reallocation process in at least two respects2: on the one
hand capital reallocation is driven only by the difference in capital returns, thus
implicitly assuming constant costs of reallocating capital. But factor reallocation
over time presupposes the existence of increasing marginal costs of adjustment
speed (i.e. convex costs of adjustment), because otherwise adjustment would be
instantaneous and long-run analysis would coincide with short-run analysis. On
the other hand capital reallocation is assumed to respond myopically to the dif-
ference between current capital returns, rather than to the difference between the
present value of locating one unit of capital in each sector; this implicitly assumes
static expectations about future capital returns.

The above-mentioned models, however, assume a constant stock of capital in
the economy. This means that there is only capital reallocation and no capital
accumulation. In the Oniki-Uzawa (OU) model capital accumulation is permitted
after capital reallocation has taken place; the adjustment to the OU equilibrium
can be interpreted as a sequence of HOS equilibria. This hierarchy of the SF ,
HOS , and OU models reflects the assumption that on the one hand the reallo-
cation of labour is assumed to be infinitely faster than the reallocation of capital

Jones and Neary (1984), p. 26.
2See Neary (1981), p. 4.



and that on the other hand the reallocation of capital is infinitely faster than the
accumulation of capital. This constitutes a dichotomy of factor reallocation and
accumulation in these models.

The static partial factor mobility (PFM) models of Mussa (1982), Grossman
(1983) or Hill and Mendez (1983), which were constructed to weaken the extreme
factor mobility assumptions of the SF and HOS model, only deal with the conse-
quences of incomplete mobility of factor reallocation and do not take into account
factor accumulation . The degree of factor mobility is generally denned as the
elasticity of relative factor supplies between sectors with respect to the differential
of factor returns3. These models are general models in that they allow to consider
the implications of a complete range of degrees of factor mobility and they con-
sequently include both the SF and the HOS model in their static interpretation
as special cases. But they generate incomplete (in the sense of not equalizing
factor returns) and instantaneous adjustment and therefore cannot bridge the
gap between the HOS and SF models in their dynamical interpretation.

The dynamical equivalent to incomplete factor mobility is time-consuming
adjustment or slow factor reallocation and accumulation. Time-consuming ad-
justment is the consequence of adjustment costs which increase with the quantity
of a factor that is reallocated or accumulated. In dynamic approaches capital
mobility is modelled with the help of investment theory; therefore the above-
mentioned dichotomy between capital reallocation and accumulation does not
exist: capital reallocation is only a side effect of investment, i.e. of capital accu-
mulation. Additionally these models typically distinguish between physical and
financial capital mobility4: physical mobility stands for the mobility of physical
units of capital, whereas financial mobility stands for the mobility of savings.
With perfect physical mobility the returns to capital are always equalized. Per-
fect financial mobility is an imperfect substitute for physical mobility if marginal
costs of investment differ between sectors.

According to Jones and Neary (1984)5 Mussa (1978) was the first who ex-
plicitly derived slow factor reallocation from the existence of an adjustment-
producing sector which (re-)allocates physical units of capital between two sec-
tors. With perfect financial mobility of capital (i.e. the interest rate is equal for
all investors) incomplete physical mobility is the consequence of convex adjust-
ment costs which result from sector-specific capital in the capital-moving sector.
The fixed capital stock there leads to decreasing marginal returns of the variable

3See Hill and Mendez (1983), p. 21.
4See Albert (1988), pp.2 for a thoroughly discussion of the different kinds of capital mobility.
5Jones and Neary (1984), p. 27.



factor (labour) and therefore to increasing marginal costs of adjustment speed,
which is assumed to be proportional to the output of the capital-moving industry.
This creates an incentive to distribute adjustment over time in order to save costs.
In the case of an economy's fixed capital stock the long-run equilibrium in this
model is (under certain conditions concerning the technology in the third sector)
a HOS equilibrium with equalization of capital returns. If capital accumulation
is allowed, the steady state capital stock of the economy depends positively on
the price of the relatively capital-intensive commodity; the long-run equilibrium
is again a HOS equilibrium if adjustment costs are not industry-specific. But
sector-specific adjustment costs operate in a manner similar to sector-specific
capital.

Mussa also combined the existence of adjustment costs with the assumption
of perfect foresight of the investors to overcome the second deficiency of the
above-mentioned ad hoc adjustment mechanism. He showed that expectations of
the investors play a critical role in determining the efficiency of the adjustment
process. Only for rational expectations the competitive adjustment path is so-
cially optimal; rational expectations imply a slower convergence to the long-run
equilibrium because the future diminution of the differential of capital returns is
correctly anticipated and therefore reduces the incentive to reallocate capital.

The problem with Mussa's model, however, is the assumption of sector-specific
capital in the capital-moving industry: incomplete mobility of capital - and slow
capital reallocation respectively - between two sectors is explained with the help
of total immobility of capital in a third sector; this sector does not employ any
labour after capital reallocation has ceased in the long-run equilibrium and only
the stock of sector-specific capital exists with the respective return to capital be-
ing zero. Thus the long-run equilibrium is a HOS equilibrium only if one abstracts
from this type of capital in the steady state. Furtheron there is an asymmetry
between the possibilities of investment because investment is possible in the two
ordinary industries but not to invest in the capital-moving industry. Finally the
model is not appropriate to be generalized: so it is not possible to introduce
imperfect mobility of labour. Therefore there is a need for alternative dynamic
approaches to model incomplete factor mobility.

Albert (1988) uses the dynamic theory of the firm (DTF) to explain time
consuming adjustment. He assumes that physical units of capital are completely
immobile between sectors, but financial mobility of capital is perfect6. Conse-

6Note that with complete immobility of physical capital units adjustment is always slow
(e.g. disinvestment is restricted to deprecation), so that adjustment costs are not the reason
of time-consuming adjustment in this case. Nevertheless adjustment costs generate imperfect



quently investment is the process of building up sector-specific stocks of physical
capital. If adjustment costs differ between sectors, financial mobility of capital
is an imperfect substitute for physical mobility since capital returns will not be
equalized even in the long-run equilibrium. In distinction to Mussa's model the
steady state of the DTF model is a kind of SF equilibrium with endogeneous
capital stock. This model has parallels to the static PFM model of Grossman
(1983) and will be the focus of the paper.

Other approaches to model capital mobility with the help of investment the-
ory have been made by Fisher and Frenkel (1972) and Hori and Stein (1976).
Fisher and Frenkel introduce adjustment costs in order to avoid the inconvenient
indifference of investors between investing at home or abroad (by importing se-
curities). They assume that adjustment costs depend on the national rate of
investment and that intersectoral (physical) factor mobility is perfect; but they
give no microeconomic foundation for this ad hoc specification of adjustment
costs. Hori and Stein (1977) - and the generalization of their approach by Koch
(1989) - implicitly assume linear adjustment costs with marginal costs of adjust-
ment being equal to unity7, therefore generating a rather unrealistic distribution
of savings. These two models can be interpreted as generalizations of the OU
model and other models of growth and trade.

In the following the focus is on the DTF model and there especially the com-
parative static results are analysed. In section 2, however, the static PFM model
of Grossman (1983) will be described first because of its parallels to the DTF
model. Section 3 starts with a description of the dynamic theory of the firm and
then turns to the interpretation of this theory in a two-sector small open econ-
omy where two versions of the model are distinguished concerning international
mobility of financial capital. Some results of a numerical simulation of the DTF
model in the small-country and the two-country case are contained in section 4,
and in the conclusion a critical comment on the DTF model finishes the paper.

substitutability of both types of capital mobility.
7Strictly speaking Hori and Stein analyse the case of investment without adjustment costs

and complete physical immobility of capital and therefore generate a quite special pattern of
investment according to that investment only takes place in one sector.



2 A Static Model of Partial Capital Mobility

To analyse the common features of the DTF model and Grossman's (1983) static
approach to partially mobile capital the latter will be briefly presented in this sec-
tion. Partial capital mobility is introduced by the assumption of heterogeneous
capital goods: Physical units of capital are instantaneously transferable between
the two sectors, but they differ in the relative additions they make to the stock
of efficient capital in the respective sector, i.e. they differ in the relative contri-
butions they make to the production of different goods. Thus the reallocation of
capital generates costs because additional physical units of capital do not lead
to the same additions to production as the already installed units and therefore
have "a comparative disadvantage relative to previously installed units"8.

2.1 The Model

Let a two-sector economy with sectors 1,2 be endowed with fixed stocks of phys-
ical capital K and labour L, while perfect competition on factor markets ensures
full employment:

K = K1 + Ka; L = L^L2. (1)

The capital stock in efficiency units in sector k (k = 1,2) is given by Ek; the
technology of sector k can then be described by the following neoclassical linear
homogeneous production function:

xk = fk(Ek,Lk); fc=l,2 (2)

where xk is the output of sector k. The capital stock in efficiency units Ek is a
function of the capital stock in physical units Kk with dEk/dKk := ak\ ak there-
fore is the contribution of one further unit of physical capital to the efficiency
capital stock in sector k.

Now it is assumed that there exists a continuum of capital goods indexed by
je[0,1] in such a manner that with increasing j the contribution of one phys-
ical unit of capital to efficiency capital in sector 1 relative to the contribution
in sector 2 does not fall. Consequently a, and a2 are functions of the index j ,
and only for j = j° the contribution of one physical unit of capital to efficiency
capital is equal for both sectors. Assuming that both functions are piecewise
continuous and strictly positive and that their ratio A(j) := a2(j)/a1(j) is dif-
ferentiable (at least in the neighbourhood of the equilibrium), it follows that
A'U) = dA(j)/dj < 0.

8Grossman (1983), pp. 1.



This leads to available combinations of E1 and E2 that must lie on a concave
input transformation curve9 like the one illustrated in fig. 1. The input trans-
formation curve is the locus of all (Ex, jB2)-combinations of efficient production
that can be realized with the exogeneously given capital stock K. Efficient pro-
duction requires the maximization of r^ • E^ + r2 • E2 for given rj and r2 subject
to the constraint of the input transformation curve, while rk := pk • (dfk/dEk)
is the marginal return of efficient capital in sector k and pk is the price of good
k. In the following it is assumed that p^ :— 1 and p2 := p. The maximand is
linear with the slope —(r,/^) and is tangent to the input transformation curve
in the optimum. The slope of the input transformation curve therefore is —(r2lr1).

£2

Fig. 1

The concavity of the input transformation curve is the consequence of the loss
of efficient capital through reallocation of physical capital units if a^j) ^ o,2(j).
Only for the capital unit j° there is no loss through reallocation; this corresponds
to the point Po on the input transformation curve in fig. 1, where the slope of the
curve —(r2/r1) = —1. This demonstrates that the HOS model is a special case of
this general model: In the HOS model there is no loss of efficient capital through
capital reallocation for all physical units and therefore the input transformation
curve is a straight line with the slope —1 (which corresponds to the maximand
7-j • Ex + r2 • E2 and therefore is tangent to the input transformation curve of the

9A concave input transformation curve similar to that in fig. 1 is also assumed by Mussa
(1982) for labour in a two-sector model; he, however, analyses the implications of partially
mobile labour and complete immobility of capital for ressource allocation.



general model exactly in Po).

Profit maximization requires that in equilibrium the capital units with the
greatest comparative advantage in supplying efficiency units to sector k are em-
ployed there. If j * is the index of the marginal capital unit in equilibrium, then
all capital goods with 0 < j < j ' are located in sector 2 and j ' < j < 1 in sector
1. The stocks of capital in physical units are then given by:

= (1-3')-K; K2 =j'-K

and in efficiency units by:

E,=K- I' a, (j) dj- E2 = K- I' a2 (j) dj.
Jj* Jo

(3)

(4)

The marginal capital unit j* is determined by equilibrium in the capital mar-
ket. The value of the marginal product of the physical unit of capital is given
by pk • (dfk/dEk) • (dEk/dKk) = rk • ak(j) and is a function of j and there-
fore depends on the distribution of the physical capital stock between sectors.
With perfect competition on the capital market, equilibrium requires equaliza-
tion of the returns of the marginal physical unit of capital in both sectors; i.e.:
ai(j') ' ri = a2(j') • r2 and therefore:

r, = A (j') • r2 (5)

Fig. 2

Fig. 2 shows the determination of the marginal capital unit j* by the equi-
librium condition (5) for the capital market. A(j) is a decreasing function of j
because of the indexing of the capital goods. R := r^ /r2 is an increasing func-
tion of j because E2(Et) increases (decreases) as j increases and therefore r2(rt)
decreases (increases) as j increases; j* is then determined according to equation



(5) by the intersection of A(j) and R(j).

According to equation (5) it is obvious that in general the returns on efficient
capital are not equalized. But unlike in the SF model the rates of return are not
independent of each other but linked by the relative efficiency of the marginal
capital unit. This implies that the differential of the rates of return is a function
of the distribution of capital between sectors.

To complete the description of the competitive equilibrium the following con-
dition for the allocation of (perfectly mobile) labour must be added:

p • (df2/dL2) = dfJdL, = w, (6)

with w being the wage rate.

The percentage loss in relative efficiency through capital reallocation : A :=
dlog A(j') I dj* is interpreted as a measure of the degree .of capital mobility. If
A = 0, then all physical units of capital lead to the same addition to efficient
capital in both sectors and reallocation does not lead to efficiency losses. This
is exactly the case of the HOS model. For A —• — oo the efficiency loss is so
large that it is no longer economically rational to reallocate capital. This is the
economic interpretation of sector-specific factors10. For values of A between the
two extremes, capital is partially mobile; but the less physical units of capital are
reallocated the smaller is the degree of capital mobility, i.e. the greater is the
efficiency loss linked with capital reallocation.

2.2 Comparative Statics

The comparative static results of changes in commodity prices or factor endow-
ments also depend crucially on the degree of capital mobility. Let us take a
look at the effects of price changes first. Grossman has shown11 that the wage-
price elasticity (dw/dp) • (p/w) — w/p and the rental-price elasticities fk/p in the
partially-mobile-capital model are positive weighted averages of the elasticities of
the HOS and SF models, where the weights depend - among others12 - on the
degree of capital mobility and on the factor intensity differential of the indus-
tries. A large factor intensity differential tends to amplify the factor movements

10The input transformation curve of the SF model is given by the dashed lines in fig. 1. So
obviously the optimal capital allocation is given by Po for all values of —p- e(0,oo).

"Grossman (1983), pp. 6.
12Further determinants of the weights are the share of labour and the elasticity of substitution

between labour and capital in the inflating sector; these factors are negatively correlated with
the amount of reallocated capital.



between industries in response to a change in relative prices, whereas great effi-
ciency losses in reallocating capital tend to reduce capital movements. So even if
sector 2 is labour intensive, a rise in p in contrast to the HOS model may lower
capital intensity in this industry if capital movements are sufficiently small due to
a small degree of capital mobility and a small intensity differential. With decreas-
ing capital intensity the marginal product of labour decreases and consequently
the real wage in terms of commodity 2 falls.

In the extreme case of the SF model only labour is reallocated. The rise of
p raises the value of the marginal product of labour and capital in sector 2 and
draws labour from the other sector. Consequently the capital intensity falls in
industry 2 thereby increasing the marginal product of capital and decreasing the
marginal product of labour. This yields a rise of sector 2's return to capital and a
fall of the wage rate in terms of commodity 2's price. On the other hand the loss
of labour of sector 1 increases capital intensity there and yields a lower return on
sector l's capital and a higher wage in terms of commodity l's price. Put together
the rise of p yields the unambiguous changes of the real returns on capital and
the ambiguous change of the real wage summarized in the following well-known
relation:

f2>p>w>0>r\. (7)

The change of the real wage depends on the composition of the consumption bun-
dle and therefore on consumers' preferences. In the literature13 this is referred to
as the neoclassical ambiguity for wages and is characteristic for the SF model.

For sufficiently small differences in factor intensities and sufficiently small de-
grees of capital mobility the results of the PFM model are qualitatively the same
as in the SF model14. On the other hand the effects on factor returns are quali-
tatively the same as in the HOS model in the case of a sufficiently great degree of
capital mobility and a sufficiently great difference in factor intensities; the HOS
intensity condition, however, is a necessary but not sufficient condition for a rise
of the real return of the factor used relativly intensively in the expanding sector.

Furthermore there are possible combinations of degrees of capital mobility and
factor intensity differentials where the effect of price changes on the real return of
capital is ambiguous for one sector, but the effect on the real wage rate is definite:
If p rises and capital intensity rises in the labour intensive sector 2 as in the HOS
model the marginal product of labour rises and consequently w > p must hold.
Since labour is perfectly mobile the capital intensity in sector 1 must also rise to
ensure equal wages in both industries. The marginal product of capital declines

13See Grossman (1983), p. 2.
14See Grossman(1983), p. 11, table 1.
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in sector 2 thus giving rise to an ambiguous effect on the value of the marginal
product of capital. So the possibility of p > r2 > 0 exists. On the other hand
w < 0 is only possible if capital intensity falls in sector 2 and overcompensates
the rise in the value of the marginal product of labour due to the price increase,
as it is in the HOS model with sector 2 being relatively capital intensive. In order
to equalize sectoral wages sector l's capital intensity must also decline, but this
decline may be small enough to yield the possibility of p > ra > 0. So the changes
of the real returns on capital are not solely determined by technology, but they
are also determined by the preferences of the consumers, just as the real wage
changes in the SF model. This neoclassical ambiguity for capital does neither
exist in the HOS nor in the SF model and is a consequence of partially mobile
capital.

Let us now turn to exogenous changes of factor endowments. If the num-
ber of inelastically supplied factors is equal to the number of produced goods,
factor prices are solely determined by commodity prices15 and are therefore inde-
pendent of factor supplies. Endowment changes only affect commodity outputs.
This is the case of the HOS model. If there are more inelastically supplied factors
than goods factor prices are determined by commodity prices and factor market
equilibrium conditions. In the PFM model sectoral capital stocks are not homo-
geneous and can therefore be interpreted as different factors. Thus exogenous
changes in factor endowments affect factor prices and commodity outputs, just
as it is the case in the SF model.

Now it is not surprising that there exists a negative relationship between the
wage and the relative supply of labour in the PFM model16; as the labour en-
dowment rises holding the endowment of capital constant, labour becomes less
scarce and consequently its price falls. On the other side the zero profit condition
(prices are equal to unit costs), which must hold in a competitive equilibium,
implies that sign(w) = — sign(rk) for k = 1,2. Furtheron one could show that
the response of wages to labour endowment changes decreases monotonically the
greater the degree of capital mobility is.

Now in the HOS model an increase of labour endowments attracts capital
into the labour intensive industry. Grossman has shown17 that this result holds
irrespective of the degree of capital mobility, but not all new labour is allocated
to this sector as in the HOS model. An increase in labour supply must therefore

15See Dixit and Norman (1980), pp. 50. Neary (1985) extends the Dixit/Norman analysis to
the case of perfectly elastic supplies of some factors.

16See Grossman (1983), pp. 12.
17Grossman (1983), p. 13.
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increase the return to capital originally located in the labour intensive sector by
a greater amount than the return to capital originally located in the capital in-
tensive sector, i.e. dr2/dp > dr-^/dp.

The output response to changes in factor endowments can immediately be de-
termined by using Samuelson's reciprocity relationship which states that dw/dp =
dx2/dL and implies sign(x2/ L) = sign(w/p). So the output of sector 2 de-
creases if labour endowment rises, whenever the wage falls in response to an
increase in the relative price of commodity 2 and the other way round. With
w/p-y = 1 — w/p2

18 and the similar argument that sign(x1/L) = sign(w/p\) it
follows that the output of the capital intensive sector 1 increases as labour en-
dowment rises if w/p > 1. Again the HOS intensity condition is a necessary but
not sufficient condition for output of the capital intensive sector to decrease as
labour supply grows. The smaller the degree of capital mobility, the less likely
output of industry 1 will fall and both sectors expand as in the SF model for a
sufficiently small difference in factor intensities and a sufficient efficiency loss in
reallocating capital. So the above discussed results of the effects of price changes
can also be applied to analyse the output effects of changes in factor endowments.

2.3 Dynamical Interpretation of the Model of Partial
Capital Mobility

A dynamical interpretation of this partially-mobile-capital model poses the fol-
lowing problem: incomplete mobility of capital generates incomplete (in the sense
of not equalizing the returns on capital) and instantaneous adjustment instead of
adjustment over time, since capital is partially mobile even in the short run and
the degree of mobility does not change over time. Dynamically it is impossible
to regard the degree of capital mobility as an exogenous parameter, because dur-
ing the adjustment period the degree of capital mobility should be endogenous19.
As Grossman notes20 a dynamic interpretation must assume that the degree of
mobility increases over time. Therefore it is obvious that static models with par-
tially mobile capital are general approaches to intersectoral factor mobility with
the static HOS and SF models included as special cases but cannot fill the gap
between the SF and HOS models in their dynamical interpretation.

18See Grossman (1983), p. 14.
19See Albert and Vosgerau (1987), p. 6.
20Grossman (1983), p.3.
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3 A Dynamic Approach to Incomplete Factor
Mobility

To overcome the deficiencies of Mussa's (1978) dynamic approach Albert (1988)
introduced a two-sector version of the dynamic theory of the firm in order to
model time consuming adjustment of capital stocks. This model can be inter-
preted as the dynamic extension of a special case of Grossman's (1983) model
(see subsection 3.3) and incorporates a Keynesian investment demand function21.
In the following we will first give a brief exposition of the underlying dynamic
theory of the firm and then discuss the two-sector version of the DTF model in
the context of a small open economy with and without access to international
financial markets. Especially the comparative static results of the DTF model
are analysed and finally the DTF model is contrasted to the approaches of Mussa
(1978) and Grossman (1983).

3.1 The Dynamic Theory of the Firm

The DTF describes the optimal adjustment of a firm or a sector22 in a situation
where capital is neither completely variable nor definitely fixed, but adjustable
at a cost. The rate of change of the firm's capital stock therefore becomes part
of the cost minimizing problem and the theory becomes dynamic in this sense
that the time required for adjustment (or equivalently the speed of adjustment)
is endogenously determined.

The problem for a firm is to maximize the present value of net revenues

max ( r e— [p • x - w • L - Pl • C(I)] dt : K = I - 6 • K; x = f(K, L)\

(8)
where i is the interest rate, pt is the price of the investment good (which is set to
unity in the following) and 6 is the rate of depreciation. C(I) is a cost function23

with C(0) = 0 and dC(0)/dI = 0, and denotes the quantity of investment goods
necessary to install an inflow of capital goods of the amount of I in the respective

21See Sargent (1987), pp. 132.
22One can argue with a representative firm since all firms are price takers in the commodity

and factor markets and there are no distortions in the production sector; firms of a different
size, however, have the same long-run capital stock.

23Note that the costs of adjustment are assumed to depend on gross investment. Sargent
(1987), however, assumed adjustment cost depending on net investment; consequently adjust-
ment costs are not relevant in a long-run equilibrium where K = 0. This implies that in a
two-sector context the long- run equilibrium is of the HOS type.

13



sector. Investment is financed by selling shares on perfect capital markets.

The solution of this problem is given by

p • (df/dL) = w (9)

p • (df/dK) = r = (i + 6)- dC(I)/dI - / • 5 2C(/) /9/ 2 . (10)

Equation (9) is identical with the solution of the static maximization problem:
with perfect mobility of a factor of production the maximization of the present
value of net revenues requires instantaneous adjustment to the static maximum.
Equation (10) is used to solve for the optimal investment. Obviously the latter
crucially depends on the characteristics of the adjustment cost function and its
derivatives. In the following two types of adjustment costs are analysed: (1) lin-
ear and (2) convex costs of adjustment.

In the case of linear adjustment costs dC(I)/dI is a constant and d2C(I)/dP
is zero. Since no costs can be saved by spreading adjustment over several peri-
ods linear costs lead to instantaneous adjustment. With constant returns to scale
and perfect competition there is no determinate solution to the above problem. If
adjustment costs are linear, the (marginal) returns of capital r and the marginal
costs of investment (i + 6) • dC(I)/dI are independent of / and therefore are
horizontal lines as shown in fig. 3.a. Thus equation (10) implies for the case of
linear adjustment costs:

a) p • (d f/d K)>(i + 6)- dC(I)/dI
b) p • (d f/d K) = (i + 6) • dC(I)/dI
c)p-(d f/d K) <(i + 8)- dC(I)/dI

then I — > oo
then 0 < / < oo
then 7 = 0.

Fig. 3.a
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This leads to the following distribution of savings in a two-sector economy
with perfect capital markets: if the marginal returns of capital are greater than
the marginal costs of investment both sectors want to raise their stock of capital
by any amount. This drives up the interest rate ( and therefore the marginal
cost of investment) because of the scarcity of savings until the marginal costs of
investment are greater than the returns of capital in one industry and all savings
are invested in the other sector; this means that all savings will be invested in
the sector with the greatest (marginal) return of capital and the interest rate
rises until marginal costs of investment are equal to the maximum of the capital
returns in the economy. Only when the (marginal) return of capital of the invest-
ing sector has been driven down far enough (by the rise of the respective capital
stock), savings will be splitted between sectors.

In the case of convex costs of adjustment d2C(I)/dP exceeds 0, but with
linear homogeneous production functions satisfaction of a transversality condition
requires I = 0 24. Equation (10) is then reduced to:

P-(df/dK) = r = (i + S)-dC(I)/dI (11)

which now gives a unique and finite non-zero solution for / . This is shown in
fig. 3.b, which is drawn under the assumption of the quadratic adjustment cost
function C(I) = P so that the marginal cost curve is linear. The assumption of
convex adjustment cost leads to growing marginal costs of investment with in-
creasing / and in Po to a unique and finite solution /* and to adjustment over time.

Equation (11) can explicitly be solved for 7:

)

which is a constant; K declines with increasing K because 7 = K + 8 • K and
K = 0 defines the steady state value of K as

K* = 1/6. (13)

K can then be written as25

K = 8-(IC - K). (14)

24See Treadway (1969), pp. 231. The economic explanation is that if / ^ 0 then investment
grows almost at an exponential rate and adjustment cost eventually will exceed the firms'
revenue. Obviously those time paths of investment are not optimal even if they fulfill the
first-order conditions of the maximization problem.

25Note that the following equation provides a theoretical foundation of the flexible accelerator.
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Since the analysis of the two-sector DTF model concentrates only on the
long-run equilibrium we will introduce the following static maximization problem
which directly yields the steady state conditiones; the problem is to maximize
the steady state revenue of a sector:

max {px - wL - (i + 8) • V(K) : x = f(K,L)} (15)

where (i + 8) • V(K) are the steady state costs of the capital stock. In the following
V(K) will be interpreted as an artificial factor of production, where (i + 6) • V(K)
is the sum of replacement costs C(6 • K) and opportunity costs of the whole
capital stock i • C(8 • K)/826. The maximization problem (15) yields first-order
conditions which are identical to the solution of (8) in the steady state. A similar
static maximization problem will be used in a two-sector economy in the following
sections.

Up to now we simply assumed convex costs of adjustment without giving any
justification of increasing marginal adjustment costs. Nevertheless the above for-
mulation of the firm's maximization problem in equation (8) implicitly assumes
purely external adjustment costs27, i.e. the extent of adjustment does not af-
fect the firm's production activities. In such circumstances an economy with
perfect competition on the investment goods market will in general be charac-
terized by linear costs of adjustment without further assumptions. Convex costs
of adjustment can be the result of indivisibilities of investment projects and the
assumption that it is more expensive to do things quickly than to do them slowly.
The investment decision then is the decision of the time involved in realizing an
investment project. Now it seems realistic that e.g. the cost, of building a fac-
tory increases overproportionally with the time involved. In the extreme costs
of building a factory instantaneously are infinitely high. So it is economically
reasonable to spread investment over time28. Since indivisibilities cancel out at
the industry level convex costs of adjustment are justified for sectoral investment
decision.

On the other hand we can derive some justification for the assumption of
convex costs of adjustment from their implications concerning the distribution of
savings. A spreading of savings over all sectors of the economy is more conform
with the real world than the concentration of savings in only one sector (which

26Note that it is assumed, that new and old capital are perfect substitutes and only differ in
their state of deprecation, if opportunity costs are made up in the above manner.

27S6derstr6m (1976), pp. 380.
28Rothschild (1971) points out that convex costs of adjustment are especially reasonable for

high levels of investment, whereas concave costs are important for relatively low investment
levels.
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has the highest return on physical capital) as it is the case with linear adjustment
costs.

3.2 The Two-Sector Dynamic Model

In a two-sector small open economy facing exogenous commodity prices from the
world market and producing an investment good (x^ and a consumption good
(^2), Vk(Kk) is treated like a factor of production with V := Vx(Ki) + V2(K2).
Physical capital is assumed to be completely immobile and consequently both sec-
tors are characterized by sector-specific physical capital stocks. Financial capital
is assumed to be perfectly mobile intersectorally, but with regard to the interna-
tional mobility of savings two versions of the model are distinguished: first the
more simple case of a small open economy with free international movements of
financial capital is analysed; the assumption of perfect international mobility of
savings implies that the country is confronted with a perfectly elastic supply of
financial capital (i.e. the supply of V is perfectly elastic) at a given world interest
rate on perfect world financial markets. Moreover trade need not be balanced
because a trade surplus or deficit can be compensated by a surplus or deficit in
the capital account.

In the more complicated case of a small open economy without access to the
international financial markets national investment is restricted by the national
savings 5 and therefore trade must be balanced. Under this assumption the sup-
ply of V is fixed at 8 • V = s • y29, where s is the rate of savings which is assumed
to be fixed throughout the followig analysis. Now special emphasis is given to the
comparative static analysis of the steady states of these two models; uniqueness
and stability of both models was proved by Albert (1988).

3.2.1 The Model with International Capital Mobility

The production sector steady state of this model can be described by a maximiza-
tion problem corresponding to the static problem of the firm in equation (15).
To separate short-run labour reallocation and long-run capital accumulation and
reallocation this maximization is carried out in two steps: the labour market
equilibrium can be described by the revenue function corresponding to the SF
model:

29The long-run equilibrium on the market of national savings requires S = s • y = C(6 •
Kx) + C(6 • K3) which implies the relation above; y is the national income given by the revenue
function defined below.
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y(p,L,K1,K2) = max {x, +p • x2 : Lx + L2 = L; xk = fk(Kk,Lk)} . (16)
L\,L2

The long-run capital accumulation and reallocation process at instantaneous
labour market equilibrium is then given by the following two-step maximization
problem:

,. W.*.*.)-^ (17)

This is an unconstrained maximization problem since the revenue function y
already contains the constraints of the production sector and the supply of V is
perfectly elastic. The first-order conditions necessary for a maximum of (15) are:

dKk
k = 1,2 (18)

with d y/dKk — rk
30. It is easy to see that any steady state of (14) in a two-sector

context satisfies the first-order conditions of (17).

The effects of a change in the relative price p can be derived from the second-
order conditions. With 77 as the Hessian31 of the above maximization problem
the comparative static results can be calculated from the following condition:

(19)
( dKjdp\ __(

n'\dK2/dp ) ~ [d'y/dpdK

where d2y/dp dK, < 0 and d2y/dp dK2 > 032. Using Cramer's rule the signs can
be determined as:

sign
'dK,'

dp ,

sign dP

(20)

(21)

In the short run there is no capital reallocation or accumulation so that the
short-run comparative static results can be derived from the maximization prob-
lem in equation (16) which describes the SF model; so the results of the SF model

30See Dixit and Norman (1980), p. 43.
31See Appendix I.
32See Dixit and Norman (1980), p. 43.
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hold for the short run also in the DTF model and consequently the relation (7)
from the previous section also holds. The short-run labour adjustment process
has already been described in detail in section 2.2 and can be illustrated in fig.
4.

Fig. 4.

The left-hand panel shows the well-known representation of the labour allo-
cation of the SF model33. The horizontal axis measures the fixed endowment of
the perfectly mobile factor labour L and the sectoral labour inputs Lx and L2 are
measured from Oa to the right and from O2 to the left respecively. The sectoral
labour demand curves Mj and M2 are given by the respective industry's values
of the marginal product of labour as functions of the labour allocation. The
equilibrium condition for the labour market resulting from the SF maximization
problem in equation (16) is fulfilled in the intersection point A of these two curves
and determines the sectoral distribution of labour. The increase of p shifts M2

equiproportionally upwards to M'2 and the new short-run equilibrium is given at
the point A .

The right-hand panel shows the unit cost curves c^^c^ of both industries in the
factor price diagram, where sector 2 is assumed to be relatively labour intensive.
Each of these curves shows the combinations of wage rate and sectoral capital
returns which are compatible with zero profits in each sector. With the wage
determined in the left panel we can read off the corresponding returns on capital
in the right panel at Bx and B2. The increase of p shifts c? to the right and the

33See Dixit and Norman (1980), p. 40.
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short-run equilibrium is given by B[ and B'2.

Over time the increase of the return to capital in industry 2 leads - according
to equation (12) - to an increase in investment there, whereas investment declines
in the other sector. Since dKx/dp < 0, sector l's new steady state capital stock
must be lower and this is only possible if the sector's return on capital is lower
in the new long-run equilibrium. On the other hand the zero profit condition im-
plies that at a constant price of commodity 1 the decrease of the sectoral return
on capital is accompanied by an increase of the wage rate34. Perfect mobility of
labour, however, ensures that wages are equal in both sectors. Nevertheless, with
dK2/dp > 0 the return of capital in sector 2 must be higher in the new steady
state in order to fulfill equation (12)35. So we can establish an interval of possible
wage rates compatible with the new long-run equilibrium: Since the cx curve in
fig. 4 does not change and r, must decline the old steady state wage rate w is
the lower boundary. On the other hand r2 must rise and the c2 curve is relevant
for the new equilibrium; so we can establish w as the upper boundary.

The capital adjustment process shifts the Mx and the M2 curves equipropor-
tionally to the left to M* and M* and determines the new long- run equilibrium
in A* in the left-hand panel where the wage rate must lie within the above de-
termined boundaries. Obviously labour is reallocated from sector 1 to sector 2
during the capital adjustment process, and it follows immediately that the out-
put of sector 1 decreases and the output of sector 2 increases. In the factor price
diagram we can determine the corresponding returns on capital at the points B*
and B*. Compared to the long-run equilibrium f2 is overstated by the SF model
and Tj is understated if the wage rises during the adjustment process and r2 is
understated by the SF model and r, is overstated if the wage falls. Whether the
wage rate falls or rises, however, depends on the slopes of the industries' labour
demand curves and therefore on the industries' substitution possibilities between
factors. But as equation (11) shows returns to capital will not be equalized in the
long-run equilibrium in general36. The long-run equilibrium therefore is a kind of
SF equilibrium with endogenous capital.

34Note that an increase in the steady state values of w or a decrease of r, imply a higher
steady state capital intensity in sector 1.

35The increase of wage and capital return in sector 2 are compatible with the zero profit
condition since the price has risen.

36The sectoral returns on capital are only equalized in the long-run equilibrium if the steady
state capital stocks are equal in both industries; this is only the case for one single relative
price. Only in this special case financial capital mobility is a perfect substitute for physical
capital mobility.
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So we can summarize the comparative static effects as follows37:

dKJdp<0 dLJdp<0 dxJdp<0
dK2/dp > 0 dL2/dp > 0 dx2/dp > 0
drjdp < 0 dr2/dp > 0 dw/dp > 0.

3.2.2 The Model without International Capital Mobility

In the more complicated model without international capital movements one must
bear in mind the additional restriction of the equality between savings and invest-
ment: 8 • V = C(7j) -f- C(72) = s • y with Ik = 8 • Kk in the long-run equilibrium.
Convex costs of adjustment generate a concave capital transformation curve with
the level of that curve determined by the supply of V38. This is one parallel to
the Grossman (1983) model but in the dynamic model there is a link between
capital supply and the consumption sector via the above investment restriction.

The production sector of this model can be described by the following re-
stricted two-step maximization problem:

max \y(p,L,K1,K2): s • y(p,L,K1,K2) = 8 • V; } (22)
1 2 ' , V = V1(8-K1) + V2(8-K2)

Since the comparative static analysis of this maximization problem does not
generate any unique or somehow interpretative results we will divide the exami-
nation of the effects of price changes into three steps in order to get some more
insights: The first effect is the short-run labour reallocation described by the rev-
enue function y(p,L,Kx,K2) which is similar to the same effect of last section's
model. The capital stock adjustment process is now (for purely analytical rea-
sons!) split into two parts: On the one hand there is a capital reallocation effect
due to the change of p with V assumed to be fixed. On the other hand there is
a capital accumulation effect due to the increase in savings39 with p assumed to
be fixed. The combination of the capital reallocation and accumulation effects

37Whether the steady state capital intensity in sector 2 k3 rises or falls cannot be determined
uniquely. The short-run labour reallocation process yields a lower k3 at A'; if w' < w', k3

declines further during the capital stock adjustment process, but k3 rises if w' > w'. So the
change of sector 2's steady state capital intensity depends on the possibility of factor substitution
in both sectors. But sector l's capital intensity kx definitely rises

38The steady state capital transformation curve can be described by 5 = 6 • V = (6 • ifi)1"1" +
(6 • K3)

1+* for C(/k) = /k
1+1, where ze(0,oo) can be interpreted as the elasticity of the marginal

cost according to investments = (d3C(I)/dP) • [I/(dC(I)fdI)].
39With a constant s savings increase as income increases; the latter increases as p increases

since income is equivalent to the revenue in this model and the revenue function is an increasing
function of prices (See Dixit and Norman (1980), pp. 31).
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determines the adjustment to the long-run equilibrium.

The capital reallocation effect can be analysed by the examination of the
second-order conditions of the following maximization problem:

max {y(p,L,KuK2): V = V1
K\,K2

) + V2(K2)}.

The first-order conditions of this maximization problem are:

k= 1,2dy _ dC(8-Kk)
dK, dKk

(23)

(24)

with the shadow price of V equal to i; + 8 in the steady state. The second-order
conditions are summarized in the bordered Hessian 7740 and the comparative
static effects for fixed V can be calculated by

0dX/dp \ (
— •- = - d2y/dK,dp77- dKjdp

dK2/dp ) \ d*y/dK2 dp

Using Cramer's rule the signs can be determined as:

0 0 -

(25)

sign
'dK,

v dP

sign
'dl<2

dp

(26)

(27)

This reallocation effect is illustrated in fig. 5: the reallocation of capital with
fixed V corresponds to a movement on the capital transformation curve given by
V = 6* • (K\+z + K2

+z) in the direction of the drawn arrows with a simultaneous
decrease of r2/r,. Furtheron this capital reallocation effect draws labour from
sector 1 to sector 2 as in the SF model and yields higher output in sector 2 and
lower output in sector 1.

40See Appendix II.
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V = V

Fig. 5.•

To calculate the comparative static effects of the change in savings at con-
stant p from the second-order conditions of the above maximization problem it
is not possible to generate unique signs for dKk/dV, k = 1,2. Nevertheless we
can examine the capital accumulation effect using a quite different approach, but
only for the special case of Cobb-Douglas production functions in both industries
and the assumption of C(Ik) = Pk+*. Furthermore we assume commodity 1 to be
relatively capital intensive so that the relation a, > a2 holds, with ak standing for
the elasticity of production with respect to capital in sector k . The problem can
be reformulated to compute the curve of optimal capital allocations (OCA) for
different values of V at constant p. This can easily be done by using R := rl/r2

as a parameter instead of V. It is shown in Appendix III that R is a monotone
function of V.

With the assumed adjustment cost function the conditions for the long-run
equilibrium are:

6-Kk = rk Jfc = l , 2 ( 2 8 )
+ z).(i + 6)\ '

6 • V = (8 • KJ+* + (8 • K2y+* (29)

df1/dL1=p-df2/dL2 = w (30)

From the condition of equal wages in both sectors and the definition of R we
get the following relations, with kk := Kk/Lk standing for capital intensity in
sector k :

(l-aJ-k^^p-^-a^-k? (31)

a1-k^~1 = R-p-a7-k^-1 (32)
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R:
Simple manipulation of these two equations yields k, and k2 as functions of

k1=T1 (33)

(34)

with

rp 1 — 0?i
^ 3 - 1-oj

= Tj • T3 and

From that we can determine the OCA curve as a function of R41:

>1±£
- _ 1

i + r3 • R1

(35)

(36)

Equation (35) shows, with the assumption made above, that sector 1 is rela-
tively capital intensive, dKJdR > 0 and consequently dKJdV > 0. On the other
hand there are different possibilities for dK2/dR which can be distinguished by
relations between the elasticities of production ctk and the mobility parameter z:
If a2/(a! — or2) = 1/z then dK2/dR > 0 and for R going to infinity K2 approaches
L • Tj. For a2/(ax — ct2) > 1/z sector 2's capital stock K2 is monotone increasing
as 7? goes to infinity. For a2/(ax — a2) < 1/z K2 at first rises and.then declines
without ever reaching zero as R rises.

I<2 Ki

n 0

Fig. 6.a: z=l Fig. 6.b: z=0.5

41See Appendix III.
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Fig. 6.c: z=0.1

These three possible forms of the OCA curve are depicted in fig. 6 42 which
is drawn for concrete CD production functions with o^ = 0.6, a2 = 0.4. Fig. 6.c
also shows a parallel to the HOS model: the OCA curve in the HOS model is a
negatively sloped line if commodity 1 is relatively capital intensive; this is a direct
consequence of the Rybczynski theorem. In the DTF model the OCA curve is
also negatively sloped in the case of a sufficiently great difference in factor inten-
sities and a sufficiently small value of the mobility parameter z, if industry 1 is
not too small43. But this correspondence is the less likely the more progressive
the costs of adjustment in the DTF model are.

From this it is possible to calculate labour allocation and output relations. Ac-
cording to equation (28) Kx rises relative to K2 as R grows with V. For a given
labour allocation sector l's marginal product of labour rises relatively to sector
2's since sector l's capital intensity increases relative to sector 2's and ax > a2

so that labour must be shifted from sector 2 to sector 1 in order to realize equal
wages. Consequently the output of industry 1 rises both in absolute terms and
relatively to industry 2's output, where the latter may even fall if dK2/dR < 0.

Now the long-run comparative static effects of changes in the relative price
are given by the combination of the capital reallocation and accumulation effects.

42If we assume sector 2 to be relatively capital intensive so that a, — a3 < 0 holds we get
similar results for both sectors as above if we use R*1 as the parameter in the computation of
the OCA curve. In this case dK3/dp is always greater than zero and dK^/dp is greater than
zero if a

 aJa > j . So exactly the opposite effects arise in this case.
43Note that the determinants for qualitatively the same OCA curve in the HOS and DTF

models are the same ones that are responsible for qualitatively the same comparative static
results of the HOS and PFM models; see p. 8.
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The complete effect can be shown in fig. 7 which combines fig. 5 and fig. 6
implicitly assuming sector 1 to be relatively capital intensive. The rise of p shifts
the OCA curve counterclockwise and at the same time the capital transformation
curve moves to the north- east. The new steady state is then determined by the
intersection of the new OCA-curve and the capital transformation curve at the
higher level. Obviously no definite results can be established in all three cases
from the graphical analysis.

Fig. 7.

A glance at the equations (26) and (35) shows that the capital reallocation
effect and the capital accumulation effect are always opposite concerning indus-
try l's capital stock Ky if sector 1 is relatively capital intensive. If industry 1
is relatively labour intensive both effects are only parallel if ax/a2 — ax < K
According to the equations (27) and (36) both effects may also be opposite con-
cerning sector 2's capital stock if this sector is relatively labour intensive and
&2K&1 — #2) < 1/z. Further we might expect that the reallocation effect will be
the greater, the smaller the marginal costs of adjustment are: if z is small the
capital transformation curve is nearly linear and a given change in 7? yields great
reallocation of capital stocks. On the other hand a given change in 7? yields small
capital reallocation effects if the capital transformation curve is more bended due
to a greater value of z. So the reallocation effect is likely to dominate the accu-
mulation effect for small marginal costs of adjustment with respect to industry
l's capital stock if both effects move in the opposite direction. This expectation
is confirmed by the simulation results of section 4.
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Thus we can summarize the comparative static results as follows: both the
labour and capital reallocation effect increase labour employment and output in
sector 2 irrespective of the industries' factor intensities, whereas labour employ-
ment and output fall in sector 1. The capital accumulation effect amplifies the
expansion of sector 2 if this sector is the relatively capital intensive one and am-
plifies or compensates the contraction of sector 1 depending on the industries'
factor intensities and the marginal costs of adjustment. Nevertheless the capital
accumulation effect is ambiguous for sector 2 if this sector is the relatively labour
intensive one and compensates the contraction of sector 1 in this case. Since
these results are not unique we cannot determine definite changes of the wage
rate and the returns to capital. So in general no definite results can be derived
from the comparative static analysis of the DTF model in the case of a small
country without access to international financial markets.

3.3 A Comparison of the Alternative Approaches

Some common features of the DTF model and Grossman's (1983) static approach
to incomplete factor mobility have already been mentioned in the previous sec-
tions. So both models generate a concave capital transformation curve for efficient
capital44. The optimal capital allocation is determined by the maximization of a
revenue function under the constraint of the capital transformation curve and is
given by the point of tangency of the constraint curve and the level curve of the
respective maximization problem.

The results of the comparative static analysis of capital endowment changes
in the PFM model can also be used to determine the capital accumulation effect
(at constant p) of the DTF model. As in the PFM model the relatively capi-
tal intensive sector attracts capital as the endowments rise in the DTF model,
irrespective of the value of the mobility parameter z45, i.e. irrespective of the
adjustment cost function. But the labour intensive sector also attracts capital
in both models unless the parameter constellations generate the qualitative HOS
results. The capital accumulation effect, however, has only been analyzed for the
special case of Cobb-Douglas production functions and the special cost function
C(Ik) = Il+Z. In this case we can make use of some comparative static results

44It is strictly correct to interpret Kk as efficient capital in the DTF model. Furtheron
Vk can be interpreted as physical capital and we can define a production function h(Vk,Lk).
If we assume the production function / to have constant returns to scale in (Kk,Lk), h is
characterized by decreasing returns in (Vk,Lk). So we can also interpret the DTF model as a
Grossman model with decreasing returns to scale

45See equation (35).
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of the PFM model and interprete them in a dynamic context. But as capital
endowments are endogenous in the DTF model we cannot separate the effects of
price changes and endowment changes there. Consequently we have to combine
the comparative static analysis of price changes and endowment changes of the
PFM model to describe the steady state effects of price changes of the dynamic
approach. The long-run equilibrium of both models, however, is characterized
by different sectoral returns on (efficient) capital. So far the DTF model can be
interpreted as the dynamic extension of a special case of Grossman's (1983) PFM
model.

Compared to Mussa's (1978) dynamic approach we can avoid to introduce a
third sector with sector-specific capital (which is obsolete in the long-run equilib-
rium) to model an investment process that generates slow adjustment of sectoral
capital stocks and consequently we also avoid the asymmetry of investment pos-
sibilities in the economy46. Second the long-run equilibrium in the DTF model is
characterized by a differential in sectoral capital returns even if adjustment costs
are not assumed to be sector-specific. In the above version of the DTF model
we assumed the same adjustment cost function for both industries and different
sectoral adjustment costs were the consequence of different sizes of capital stocks.

There is, however, one disadvantage of the DTF model compared to Mussa's
(1978) approach: throughout the analysis of the DTF model static expecta-
tions were assumed, whereas Mussa also introduced rational expectations into
his model. We would expect that in general the optimal capital accumulation
of a firm cannot be described by such a simple rule as stated in equation (12)
but crucially depend on the firm's expectations about future paths of commodity
prices and wages. Nevertheless Mussa has shown that differences in results due to
the types of expectations assumed do concern the adjustment path to the steady
state but do not generate qualitatively different results concerning the long-run
equilibrium itself. An attempt to introduce static expectations into the DTF
model has not been made by now47. So the DTF model cannot meet the second
deficiency of the ad hoc adjustment process criticized in the introduction.

46See p. 3.
47Note that static expectations guarantee the transversality condition I = 0; see p. 12.
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4 Some Numerical Simulations of the Dynamic
Model

To obtain some more information about the comparative static behaviour of the
DTF model without access to international financial markets some numerical
simulations of this model are carried out in this section. First the comparative
statics are simulated for various parameter constellations and subsequently a sim-
ulation of the above model in a two-country context is briefly discussed. This is
an interesting application of the DTF model since we cannot a priori exclude the
possibility of multiple equilibria in the two-country case in the balanced trade
version. But let us have a look at the comparative statics now.

Tables 1-4 given at the end of the paper summarize some results of numerical
simulations of the small country version of the DTF model with balanced trade
for various parameter constellations. In tables 1 and 2 sector 1 is assumed to be
the relative capital intensive one and in tables 3 and 4 sector 1 is assumed to be
relatively labour intensive. Throughout the calculations labour endowment was
set to 1, the rate of depreciation to 0.1 and the rate of savings to 0.2.

All tables indicate that the capital stock in sector 2 is always rising as p rises
even if sector 1 is the capital intensive one and z is small enough to establish an
indeterminate capital accumulation effect for K2. So even if the capital accumu-
lation effect tends to reduce sector 2's capital stock this is overcompensated by
the capital reallocation effect. Since it can be shown from equations (28) (29)
and (30) that sign(dK2/dp) = sign(dL2/dp) = —sign(dLx/dp), we can derive
that sector 2's output rises with p under all parameter constellations.

Concerning sector l's capital stock we get quite different results: if sector
2 is relatively capital intensive tables 3 and 4 show that K, always falls as p
rises. The same holds if sector 1 is relatively capital intensive and the sectoral
intensity differential is not too large (table 2). On the other hand fig. 8 shows
that dK, /dp is indeterminate for sufficiently large sectoral intensity differentials,
where the mobility parameter was set to 0.1; the complete simulation results are
given in table 1. In this case we cannot be sure that sector l's output declines
with rising p, and for the parameter constellation that generated the backward
bending (K1:p) relation in fig. 8 we can derive a similar relation for (xitp). This
is shown in fig. 9. On the other hand this asymmetry between the two sectors
allows a rise of commodity l's price (i.e. a decline in the relative price p) to lead
to a decline of both outputs. So the possibility of deindustrialization at rising
prices is given in this model.
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Fig. 8

20000

The theoretical analysis implies that the capital reallocation effect and the
capital accumulation effect are opposite if sector 1 is the relatively capital inten-
sive one independent of the marginal costs of adjustment (i.e. independent of the
value of the mobility parameter z). The simulation results show that the real-
location effect is likely to dominate the accumulation effect for small differences
in sectoral factor intensities, whereas the accumulation effect can dominate the
reallocation effect for greater intensity differentials if p is relatively low (i.e. if
sector 2 is relatively small) as shown in fig. 8. Furtheron tables 1 and 2 indicate
that the accumulation effect is the smaller relative to the reallocation effect the
greater the marginal costs of adjustment are. This can be seen from fig. 10 which
shows the relation between K, and p given by the values of table 2. The real-
location effect is the greater compared to the accumulation effect the flatter the
(Kt,p) relation is. Fig. 10 shows that the accumulation effect is relatively small
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for low values of z and high for higher values of z. This confirms the hypothesis
of the reallocation effect's magnitude made in section 3.

.z = 0.3

From the theoretical analysis we know that the capital reallocation and accu-
mulation effects are also opposite if sector 1 is relatively labour intensive and z is
sufficiently large. Tables 3 and 4, however, show that irrespective of the sectoral
factor intensity differentials the reallocation effect always overcompensates the
accumulation effect, even for greater values of z. Consequently dKt/dp is always
smaller than zero and so dx,/dp must also be negative.

Let us summarize the results of the comparative statics from the numerical
simulation: if sector 2 is the relatively capital intensive industry a change in
relative prices will generate the following results:

dp dp dp

On the other hand we get some indeterminate results if sector 1 is the relative
capital intensive industry:

dK\ 9 dL\ ^ Q dx\ 9
dp dp dp

~ 3 ^ > 0 Ip2' > ° ~|f>0-

So the possibility that both sectors expand as the relative price rises cannot be
excluded.

This gives rise to problems concerning the uniqueness of a two-country DTF
model with balanced trade. In a two-country model prices are endogenously
determined by the equalization of excess demand of one country and excess supply
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by the other country. The long-run equilibrium can therefore be characterized by
the intersection of the long-run Oniki-Uzawa offer curves (which are the geometric
locus of excess demand depending on the price p) or by the intersection of the
world excess demand curve with the p—axis. The steady state of the two country
model is unique, iff there is only one intersection point of the countries' offer
curves. For that it is sufficient that the offer curves are monotonous in p. This
monotony can be proved by the comparative static analysis of the small country
DTF model in a model with a constant savings ratio. A constant savings ratio
presupposes preferences of the Cobb-Douglas type and it can be shown that with
this assumption the slope of the offer curves can be derived as48:

1 \x> dXl s dx2]

dEx, \ s 1 - 1 [ s dx2 s dx.
j 1 + r H \ T p r + T X 2 r \
dp L 1— s\ [1 — s dp 1 — 5 dp]

So the slopes of the offer curves depend only on supply side conditions; since the
above simulations have shown that dxjdp may be positive the offer curves are
not necessarily monotonous and the two-country equilibrium is not necessarily
unique. In the numerical simulations we could generate nonmonotonous offer
curves for commodity 1, for example for the parameter constellation in fig. 8.
But the offer curve for commodity 2 was monotonous in this case thus being
sufficient for the uniqueness of the equilibrium. After all we were not able to find
a' parameter constellation that would generate non monotonous offer curves for
commodity 2. This is another consequence of the asymmetry of the two industries
in the DTF model.

48See Takayama (1972), pp. 25.
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5 Summary and Conclusions

This paper has analysed different models of incomplete capital mobility which
were constructed to weaken the strong factor mobility assumptions of the HOS
and SF models. It has been shown that the static PFM models are general models
with respect to intersectoral factor mobility and bridge the gap between the HOS
and SF models in their static interpretation. But as they generate incomplete
(in the sense of not equalizing factor returns) and instantaneous adjustment they
cannot be used as generalizations of the two standard models in their dynamical
interpretation. In assuming a fixed factor mobility parameter they also cannot be
interpreted dynamically since the degree of factor mobility should be endogenous
over time.

The DTF model introduces the dynamic theory of the firm in a general equilib-
rium model and derives sectoral investment demand functions from an intertem-
poral maximization problem. With complete immobility of physical capital units
financial capital mobility is only an imperfect substitute for the former, and the
long-run equilibrium in this model is also a kind of SF equilibrium, but with
endogenous capital stocks. The comparative static analysis of this model yields
determinate results for factor allocations, output and factor returns in the ver-
sion of a small open economy with access to the international financial markets,
whereas the results are in general not unique if the country has no access to
international financial markets and national investment is restricted by national
savings. So the model seems to be fit especially for analyzing the case of im-
balanced trade. Nevertheless we could derive explicit formulas to calculate the
effects of price changes on factor allocation numerically for the latter version of
the DTF model. The numerical simulations demonstrated the importance of fac-
tor intensity differentials and marginal costs of adjustment for the adjustment
process.

Compared to the alternative dynamic approach of Mussa (1978) the DTF
model need not assume a third, adjustment-producing sector which is redundant
in the long-run equilibrium. Also we can avoid to assume sector-specific adjust-
ment costs to generate a steady state with different factor returns. But though
the DTF model seems to be more general than Mussa's model in these respects,
the latter is more general concerning the formation of expectations in planning
investment decisions. But we would expect that rational expectations influence
the adjustment path to the new long-run equilibrium - not analysed in this paper
- rather than the equilibrium itself.

A last attractive feature of the DTF model is the portfolio diversification it
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generates, since increasing marginal costs of adjustment cause adjustment over
time and therefore lead to finite demand for investment and to investment in all
sectors of the economy even if the returns to capital are not equalized intersec-
torally. In general the latter are not equalized even in the long run since the
marginal costs of investment differ intersectorally as a consequence of different
sizes of the industries.
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Appendices

Appendix I

This appendix contains a complete analysis of the DTF model with access to
international financial markets. The two-sector problem is described by the fol-
lowing maximization problem also given in the text:

max \y{p,L,Ku K2) -
 l-±i • [C(8 • Kt) + C(8 • K2)}\ .

The first-order conditions necessary for a maximum are given by

r* ~ dK2 ~ ^ + ' dK2 '
The second-order conditions are summarized in the Hessian

TT I CAj v / OAJ Ot\.\ C7A.2 I

~~ o 2 » a2;/ _ r / • , rs d2C(S-K2) I •

Ki | K = dK
 V

QK < 0 . Since with convex costs of adjustment —g'K'2 *
; > 0

the signs of the Hessian 77 can be determined as:

sign(H) = ( _ j .

The sufficient condition for a maximum of the above maximization problem re-
quires that 77 is negative definite, i.e. that the principal minors are changing in
sign:

|#i| <0

\H\ > 0.

Negative definitness of 77 is the consequence of the strict concavity of the maxi-
mand in KX,K2. The comparative static results of this problem are given in the
text.

49See Dixit and Norman (1980), p. 43.
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Appendix II

The capital reallocation effect can be calculated from the maximization problem:

max {y(p,L,K,,K2): V = V,(K,)+ V2(K2)} .
Al,A2

This problem yields the following necessary first-order conditions:

dy dC(8-K,)

dK,

dy
= A-

dK,
dC(8-K2)

2 dK2~" dK2

The second-order conditions are summarized in the bordered Hessian 77:

77 =

8CJ5-K,
dK,

dC(S-Ki) &
dK, l

dC(S-K2) d2y
8K2 dK, 8K2

ac(s-K2)
dK2

92y
dK, dK2

32y r x d2C(S-K2)
dK2~°'A' dK2 )

The signs of the bordered Hessian 77 can be determined as:

0 - -
sign 77 = I — — —

and the sufficient condition for a maximum is assumed to hold, i.e. 77 is negative
definite so that 77 > 0.

Appendix III

To derive the equations (35) and (36) we write (33) and (34) as

L T R ^ l

and

This yields

and

L,=
K,

T, •

K2 =
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With L = L, + L2 it follows that

K2 = T2-L- R^* - K, T3R.

Division of the equations (28) yields

R=(K,/K2y.

These two equations can be solved for K, and 7 2̂ and yield the equations (35)
and (36) given in the text.

Now it is obvious that LT?'R * increases as 7? increases thus yielding the
I+T3R*

comparative static results given in the text.

Additionally we have to show that dV/dR > 0. If dK,/dR > 0 and dK2/dR >
0 it is obvious that consequently dV/dR must be greater than zero. If dK2/dR < 0
dV/dR must also be positive as a direct consequence from the uniqueness of
the maximization problem which was proved by Albert (1988). With increasing
K,/K2, V must also rise to exclude the possibility of multiple solutions, i.e. the
OCA-curve cannot have more than one single point in common with one level
curve of V.
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Tables

Table 1:
Parameter values:

K
0.10634
0. 38646
2.47967

16.92104
88.07087

130.70784
136.97461
119.99672
100.60329
52.63520
33.23842
23.64921
18.08901

0.02044
0.04187
0.04187
0.05660
0.04694
0.03604
0.03238
0.02986
0.02848
0.02753
0.02539
0.02421
0.02341
0.02281

0.01531
0.02286
0.02446
0.02186
0.01918
0.01820
0.01749
0.01708
0.01680
0.01615
0.01577
0.01552
0.01532

a, = 0.9; a2 = 0.

0.00121
0.03943
0.68707

11 .39875
181.17446
529.29822

1160.29200
1806.45104
2452.25399
5005.68140
7536.16582

10059.78477
12580.79208

0.00644
0.03829
0.03829
0.17513
0.61492
2.07143
3.35547
4.83286
5.98255
6.96051

10.02490
12.40940
14 .43782
16.23875

0.00795
0.02602
0.06627
0.14871
0.32928
0.45166
0.57361
0.65969
0.72849
0.92516
1.06398
1.17492
1.26899

1; p in 10000, K, in 1000

0.00100 c3.6 5 ^ : \
0.01000 l-3.v:.J13
0.10000 £.3: .. 0?.41a /
1.00000 i2V.v7v:,i /

10.00000 i';.-̂ u. .:^o:. /
2 5 . 0 0 0 0 0 -".'-" •"•"' •-•'•••"' "iT' I

50.00000 -''i37v..S4rvo V
7 5 . . 0 0 0 0 0 1 / i - l - . *•-•£•:••;

100.00000 144 l.i.. 5J121-
200.00000 692 •-;. 4 01 •': : •
300.00000 alt.4 . n••-••:.o 7

400.00000 15,60. Jt.iu.-
500.00000 21 2£.. •-•;£.;: 7o J

0.00100
0.01000
0.01000
0.10000
1.00000

10.00000
25.00000
50.00000
75.00000

100.00000
200.00000
300.00000
400.00000
500.00000

2 = 4

0.00100 \
0.01000 \
0.10000 1
1.00000 /

10.00000 /
25.00000 \
50.00000
75.00000

100.00000
200.00000
300.00000
400.00000
500.00000

f Z-2

Z=0.-1
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Table
Parameter

6.21132
4.09716
1.20700
0.26579
0.06407
0.01772

2:
values: a, = 0.6; a2 =

0.22438
3.13691
7.33677

10.04588
12.38035
14.78695

0.5.

P
1.00000
1.20000
1.40000
1.60000
1.80000
2.00000

6.80113
6.36598
4.79938
2.85446
1.52876
0.81899
0.45658
0.26668
0.16267
0.10310

0.13000
1.04657
3.65053
6. 77770
9.42570
11.69325
13.82502
15.94602
18.10640
20.32497

0.80000
1.00000
1.20000
1.40000
1.60000
1.80000
2.00000
2.20000
2.40000
2.60000

2=0.1

7.09918
6.54881
5.32970
3.89237
2.70335
1.86712
1.31035
0.94106
0.69205
0.52028
0.39897
0.31138
0.24684
0.19841
0.16146

0.48291
1.81552
4.14094
6.69789
9.02001

11.08921
13.00751
14.85625
16.68220
18.50991
20.35188
22.21435
24.10031
26.01100
27.94678

0.80000
1.00000
1.20000
1.40000
1.60000
1.80000
2.00000
2.20000
2.40000
2.60000
2.80000
3.00000
3.20000
3.40000
3.60000
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Table 3:
Parameter values: a, = 0.5; a2 = 0.6

K.
4.23928
3.57552
2.52528
1.40488
0.60773
0.22438
0.07981
0.02901

0.61971
1.47428
2.76575
4.16927
5.33601
6.21136
6.94858
7.65760

0.75000
0.80000
0.85000
0.90000
0.95000
1.00000
1.05000
1.10000

5.17423
5.13849
5.05925
4.90242
4.62322
4.18548
3.58992
2.89042
2.17831
1.54510
1.04657
0.69016
0.45090
0.29533
0.19520
0.13060
0.08854
0.06082
0.04233
0.02982
0.02125

0.07490
0.16455
0.33427
0.63036
1.10112
1.77346
2.62723
3.59318
4.58097
5.51653
6.36595
7.13498
7.84901
8.53397
9.20863
9.88466
10.56879
11.26480
11.97474
12.69972
13.44031

0.50000
0.55000
0.60000
0.65000
0.70000
0.75000
0.80000
0.85000
0.90000
0.95000
1.00000
1.05000
1.10000
1.15000
1.20000
1.25000
1.30000
1.35000
1.40000
1.45000
1.50000

2=0.1

J
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table 3 cont.

K,
5.54711
5.45826
5.31107
5.08519
4.76604
4.35272
3.86167
3.32485
2.78169
2.26951
1.81551
1.43309
1.12316
0.87848
0.68828
0.54150
0.42841
0.34109
0.27338
0.22058
0.17915
0.14642
0.12041
0.09958
0.08282
0.06924
0.05817
0.04911
0.04164
0.03546
0.03032

0.34510
0.57702
0.91180
1.36587
1.94288
2.62924
3.39507
4.20210
5.01317
5.80040
6.54877
7.25525
7.92511
8.56724
9.19081
9.80353
10.41129
11.01828
11.62740
12.24063
12.85926
13.48416
14.11588
14.75476
15.40100
16.05472
16.71596
17.38472
18.06097
18.74467
19.43576

0.50000
0.55000
0.60000
0.65000
0.70000
0.75000
0.80000
0.85000
0.90000
0.95000
1.00000
1.05000
1.10000
1.15000
1.20000
1.25000
1.30000
1.35000
1.40000
1.45000
1.50000
1.55000
1.60000
1.65000
1.70000
1.75000
1.80000
1.85C00
1.90000
1.95000
2.00000

2.^0.3
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Table 4:
Parameter values: a, — 0.1; a2 = 0.9.

2.51294
1.81175
1.20829
0.88617
0.69078
0.55979
0.46501
0.39179
0.33141
0.27765
0.22485
0.16590

0.00963
0.88071
1.60201
2.07132
2.47033
2.87498
3.33252
3.88814
4.59986
5.55537
6.89966
8.88798

0.05000
0.10000
0.15000
0.20000
0.25000
0.30000
0.35000
0.40000
0.45000
0.50000
0.55000
0.60000

2 » 0.-1

3.79664
2.93654
2.46515
2.16953
1.96381
1.80897
1.68463
1.57895
1.48440
1.39582
1.30942
1.22213
1.13129
1.03430
0.92843
0.81052
0.67697
0.52473
0.35734
0.20207
0.09931
0.04732

3.16479
4.27325
4.91353
5.44286
5.94699
6.45430
6.97575
7.51562
8.07526
8.65452
9.25255
9.86812
10.49984
11.14621
11.80571
12.47673
13.15746
13.84573
14.53850
15.23179
15.92268
16.61055

0.05000
0.10000
0.15000
0.20000
0.25000
0.30000
0.35000
0.40000
0.45000
0.50000
0.55000
0.60000
0.65000
0.70000
0.75000
0.80000
0.85000
0.90000
0.95000
1.00000
1.05000
1.10000

2 = 0.1

J
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table 4 cont.

4.98547
4.23490
3.81305
3.53838
3.34051
3.18682
3.05997
2.94984
2.85005
2.75628
2.66545
2.57523
2.48370
2.38920
2.29014
2.18496
2.07198
1.94935
1.81506
1.66703
1.50361
1.32478
1.13449
0.94289
0.76447
0.61087
0.48586
0.38707
0.30985
0.24954
0.20226
0.16497
0.13539
0.11176
0.09276
0.07740
0.06490
0.05468
0.04627
0.03932

5.14895
6.03633
6.57414
7.01885
7.42687
7.81608
8.19323
8.56127
8.92159
9.27484
9.62144
9.96166
10.29571
10.62374
10.94592
11.26238
11.57323
11.87861
12.17856
12.47314
12.76233
13.04605
13.32421
13.59670
13.86355
14.12492
14.38108
14.63231
14.87888
15.12103
15.35899
15.59296
15.82313
16.04967
16.27275
16.49252
16.70911
16.92265
17.13327
17.34108

0.05000
0.10000
0.15000
0.20000
0.25000
0.30000
0.35000
0.40000
0.45000
0.50000
0.55000
0.60000
0.65000
0.70000
0.75000
0.80000
0.85000
0.90000
0.95000
1.00000
1.05000 /
1.10000 /
1.15000
1.20000
1.25000
1.30000 1
1.35000 \
1.40000 1
1.45000 1
1.50000 1
1.55000 1
1.60000 \
1.65000
1.70000
1.75000
1.80000
1.85000 /
1.90000 J
1.95000 /
2.00000 y

= 0.3
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